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Preface

Scientists who study insects (there are close to a million that
can be studied!) are called entomologists. Why are they not called
“insectologists”? Well, in a way they are. The word insect comes
from the Latin word insectum, meaning “cut up or divided into
segments.” (The plural of insectum, namely insecta, is used by
scientists as the name of the taxonomic class that insects belong
to.) This Latin word was created in order to translate the Greek
word for “insect,” which is entomon. This Greek word also literally
means “cut up or divided into segments,” and it is the source of
the word entomology. The Greeks had coined this term for insects
because of the clear division of insect bodies into three segments,
now called the head, thorax, and abdomen. Entomology is rooted
in nearly all human cultures from prehistoric times, primarily in
the context of agriculture (especially biological control and
beekeeping), but scientific study began only as recently as the 16th
century. The list of entomologists through recorded history is
enormous, and includes such notable figures as Charles
Darwin, Jean-Henri Fabre, Vladimir Nabokov, Karl von
Frisch (winner of the 1973 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine,
) and two-time Pulitzer Prize winner E. O. Wilson.

There are numerous science fiction books which have plots
based on humans becoming smaller and having to deal with insects
at their level. Some examples are The Insect Warriors by Rex Dean
Levie, Atta by Francis Rufus Bellamy, Bug Park by James P.
Hogan, The Micronauts series by Gordon Williams, and The Forgotten
Planet by Murray Leinster. The Forgotten Planets plot is twisted in
that the insects are the size of men (or larger) on a planet “seeded”
to prepare it for human habitation. Robert Asprin wrote The Bug
Wars, a novel about war between reptiles and insects on an
interplanetary scale.



There are quite a few films about insects, or at least prominently
featuring them. Widespread attitudes of revulsion and fear toward
insects are often exploited by Horror and Science Fiction films
through insect/insect-like monsters (Them! is a famous early
example), or by showing humans transformed into (The Fly) or
attacked by insects. Another more positive type of insect film is
animation with anthropomorphized insects as characters. Most
insects can easily be recognized to order such as Hymenoptera
(bees, wasps, and ants) or Coleoptera (beetles). However, insects
other than Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths) are typically
identifiable to genus or species only through the use of Identification
keys and Monographs. Because the class Insecta contains a very
large number of species (over 330,000 species of beetles alone) and
the characteristics separating them are unfamiliar, and often subtle
(or invisible without a microscope), this is often very difficult even
for a specialist. This has led to the development of automated
species identification systems targeted on insects, for
example, Daisy, ABIS, SPIDA and Draw-wing Insect identification
is an increasingly common hobby, with butterflies and dragonflies
being the most popular.

The book addresses varied facets of this subject. The book is
very useful to the people engaged with this subject.

—Editor
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General Morphology of
Entomology

Ganglion cells are the final output neurons of the vertebrate
retina. The ganglion cell collects the electrical messages concerning
the visual signal from the two layers of nerve cells preceding it
in the retinal wiring scheme. A great deal of preprocessing has
been accomplished by the neurons of the vertical pathways
(photoreceptor to bipolar to ganglion cell chain), and by the lateral
pathways (photoreceptor to horizontal cell to bipolar to amacrine
to ganglion cell chain) before presentation to the ganglion cell and
so it represents the ultimate signaller to the brain of retinal
information. Ganglion cells are larger on average than most
preceding retinal interneurons and have large diameter axons
capable of passing the electrical signal, in the form of transient
spike trains, to the retinal recipient areas of the brain many
millimetres or centimeters distant from the retina. The optic nerve
collects all the axons of the ganglion cells and this bundle of more
than a million fibres (in man at least) then passes information to
the next relay station in the brain for sorting and integrating into
further information processing channels.

Figure: Cajals Drawing of Ganglion Cells of the Frogs Retina
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